INTRODUCTION
Teacher education in England and Wales is in the spotlight. It is under ferocious, sustained and nakedly ideological assault at three inter-related levels of discourse -the radical right middlebrow and quality media (in particular the Daily Mail and Mail on Sunday); radical right ideologists, think-tanks and academics; and the current (1991/92) Conservative education Ministerial team.
Throughout this paper, references are made to, and quotes taken from the above three types of source each of which features in a discourse of derision (Maguire, 1991) .
These levels of discourse, aimed at different audiences, might be expected to use very different vocabularies, sentence structures and sentence lengths. While there are differences, in general they don't. All these three levels punch home and deride 'trendies' in education. All use populist, punchy, and social panic terminology metaphors and 'enemy within', 'scapegoatism' typical of the Reagan-Bush and Thatcher-Major project for reconstituting schooling, higher education, teacher education, adult and further educationthe ideological states apparatus of the education system -into the service of late capitalist economy. The misinformation systems of the Conservative government, illuminated in such varied sources as 'Spycatcher', the Ken Loach film 'Secret Agenda' and the 1991 Alan Bleasdale television series 'GBH', show, through fact and through fiction, the hand servant role of the rightwing press and the interactive relationship between that press and the Conservative leadership, over, for example teacher education as a whole, or to take one cause celebre of 1991, the events surrounding Culloden Primary School.
The 1991 attacks on Culloden Primary School, at first hailed widely after its BBC TV series as a model of non-sloppy progressive, child-centred, anti-racist, anti-sexist education (even welcomed initially by the right-wing Daily Telegraph and The Times), have been like an ideological blitzkrieg. Kenneth Clarke, the Secretary of State for Education and Science, encouraging and encouraged by the Daily Mail and Mail on Sunday, has fulminated against 'cranky' approaches to the teaching of reading, damning not only the real books method but also the 'look and say' method, in favour of the 'phonics method'I, a condemnation extended to the institutions of teacher education propagating such approaches.
The reading methods controversy is part of the current attack on teacher education, with Tim Eggar, one of the Junior Ministers for Education baldly announcing "That in future most teachers would be trained in schools instead of teacher training schemes" (Massey, 1991c) 
Further, he has ordered two inquires: the first into the quality of courses approved, and the second into the way in which teachers are trained to teach reading.
It is an open secret that he is olltraged by some of the courses which have been approved.
Ministers are itching to break the monopolyand power -of the teacher training colleges and will use the next election to do it. The main weapon favoured by them will be 'on the job' training. (Massey,1991c) Like their National Curriculum for schools, current radical right proposals for detheorising teacher education, for replacing much of it by inschool apprenticeships or by passing it altogether, are a gigantic ideological experiment, playing with children's schooling and futures. 6 Supposedly in the name of 'standards' this is, reality, in the cause of 'conforming the future', establishing ideological supremacy, of to assert their ideological hegemony ideological state apparatuses.
It is not my purpose here to give a description and critique of the two new school-based routes into teaching (The Licensed Teacher and the Teacher) schemes nor of current (mid proposals to change college based B.Ed and courses into primarily school based courses. this critique see Hill (1989 , 1992a ) Bocock (1991 . In May 1991 there were Licensed Teachers employed in 44 local education authorities, 290 of them were graduates.
There are currently a number of national and localised formative evaluation However, some problems with school basing or most, teacher education are as follows: (i) loading of schools; (ii) the cost of Articled bursaries and of one to one ratio between mE~nh)rs and articles teachers and licensed teachers; the rapidly apparent desire among teachers for less time in school and sustained time in school; and (iv) concern the context specificity of most school schemes. A number of recent evaluations have borne out these criticisms (see Barrett et al. (1992) ; DENI (1991) ; NFER (1991) ; DES (1991a); (1992a and 1992b) .
From sections of the Left, inherent problems are apparent -problems of de theorising, decritiquing, de-intellectualising, de-reflecting and de-skilling. On the Right, however Ministers and some of the Press, such as the Daily Mail have apparently already pre-judged in favour of such schemes. Proposals to base teacher education courses in schools made in the winter of 1991/92 were met with such right-wing media headlines as 'Training shake-up to beat college trendies' (Daily Mail, 4 Ja.n). 'Is this the Right way to teacher the teacher? Clarke's aims for return to traditional methods as standards plummet' (Sunday Express, 29 Dec) and 'Do we really need these colleges?' (Sunday Express, 5 Jan). Longtime radical right ideologues rushed to welcome such moves, for example Sheila Lalor with her Times article 'Touch of class for teachers: Plans to train teachers on the job should be welcomed,2 .
My particular perspectives from a Radical Left position are based on a belief that teachers must not only be skilled, competent, classroom technicians, -they must be much more than that. They must also be critical, reflective, transformative and intellectual. They should enable and encourage their pupils/students, not only to gain basic and advanced knowledge and skills, but question, critique, judge and evaluate 'what is', 'what effects it has' and 'why', and to be concerned and informed about equality and social justice. Not just in school, but in life :::;beyond the classroom door. This concept of a critical active citizenship goes beyond the Prime Minister's' current mid-1991 quietist status quo, though participative, citizenship. His conservative notion of citizenship must be made critical and radically democratic.
This particular formulation of critical active, 'radical citizenship can be criticised as 'modernist' . in economy, culture, aesthetic and philosophy which is, in some respects, becoming postIt is modernist. It is based on a metanarrative of justice and equality and morality, and unashamedly so. While recognising the political and analytic force of some ?formulations of plurality of 'voices', of diversity, of anti-ethnocentrism within a 'post-modernisms of resistance' drawing inter alia from Laclau and , the perspective of this paper joins with and Aronowitz (1991) for example, and Boyne and Rattansi (1990) , in seeking a dialogue between post-modernism and neoMarxism.
This particular formulation of critical, active, radical citizenship is also not placed in the service of anyone particular variation or formulation of anti-capitalist ideology. . The third weapon against revolutionary democratic re distributive egalitarian socialism is, of course, the national power of the ruling capitalist class, its (contested) control over the ideological as well as its tight control over repressive state apparatuses, and the (again contested) hegemony of its ideology.
Events in Eastern Europe
It is in these three constellations, and in the semiautonomous state structures such ~s schooling, education, teacher education, and local government, that models contrary to the current Radical Right's inherent and essential immorality and amorality, must be developed, critiqued, and disseminated.
PATTERNS OF INITIAL TEACHER EDUCATION IN ENGLAND AND WALES; COLLEGE BASED AND SCHOOL BASED
The most thorough description and analysis of contemporary initial teacher education in England and Wales is Barrett, E. et al. (1992) which surveyed the 88 Higher Education Institutions offering, between them, 317 courses of Initial Teacher Training with 24,153 students.
The major forthcoming change announced in January 1992 by the Conservative Government is that as from September 1993 all secondary age phase one year PGCE courses shall become 80% school based and only 20% college based (DES 1992b) . It is also in tended tha t Primary age phase PGCE courses will become far more school based, together with the undergraduate B.Ed degree, which may be cut from four years to three, with the third year spent in school (Cl ark, K. 1992).
In England and Wales nearly all initial teacher education is, as yet, college-based. It takes the form of four year full-time undergraduate B.Ed (Bachelor of Education) degrees (sometimes called a BA.Ed -Bachelor of Arts: Education) or the one-year full-time Post-Graduate Certificate in Education, the PGCE. In 1990-91 there were 11,800 students on conventional B.Ed courses and 12,000 on PGCE courses (TES, 1990) . In recent years a number of two-year B.Ed degrees, and two-year PGCE courses have been established for subjects in which there is a severe shortage of teachers (such as Maths, Science, Design and Technology).
The two 'alternative routes' to college-based teacher education that have been established since September 1990 by the Conservative government are the Licensed Teacher Scheme and 7 Articled Teacher Scheme. The Articled Teacher Scheme attracted about 403 students in 1990-91 and the Licensed Teacher Scheme 439, a quarter of them, non-graduates (Barrett, E. et al., 1992) . So, in 1990-91 around 96% of teacher education was carried out in college-based courses, and around 4% in school-based schemes.
LICENSED TEACHING AND ARTICLED TEACHING
College-based teacher education is avoided in the Licensed Teacher scheme whereby untrained over 24 year olds are enabled to teach in state schools without having previously undergone any teacher education whatsoever. The only formal qualifications are the age qualification, a grade C or above GCSE in Maths and English, and completion of the equivalent of two years fulltime post -A level higher education. A degree is not necessary.
Indeed it is possible that someone who failed at the end of 2 years of a 4 year B.Ed degree could become a Licensed Teacher on acceptance by a school governing body and/or in (practice) by a Local Education Authority.
Licensees are appointed to a school staff, they are not, unlike Articled Teachers, supernumerary, they have their own classes. At the moment a number are already teaching, as untrained teachers, for example of foreign languages (in what, until the Licensed Teacher Scheme was, in intention, an all-graduate profession).
It is worth noting the genealogy of the Licensed Teacher Scheme, being based (in the same way that the new City Technology Colleges areloosely -based on Magnet Schools) on an United States model.
Licensing is based on New Jersey's PTP (Provisional Teacher Programme) in the USA, by which New Jersey graduates who have not followed education courses at college, are certified as teacher after satisfactorily completing a year's supervised teaching and the required 200 hours instruction at a regional centre. The Education theory in this New Jersey 200 hours instruction was general theory, not linked directly to the age range of children being taught. This is unlike British teacher education in which students are divided into Secondary and Primary age range courses (and frequently sub-divided into First/Infant and Middle/Junior age range courses). Her Majesty's Inspectorate also noted in 8 their report on the New Jersey scheme 1989), the lack of links between teacher ed departments and the schools in assessing trainees. The lecturers taught the theory, teachers supervised the practice. British coverage of the HMI Report omitted to that 1000 PTP teachers were attracted by massive pay rise for teachers! In the words of HM Inspectors of Education "the raising of was a subsequent, though important "'''''''lnm'Hn."., New Jersey raised the minimum starting 1985 by 23% from $15,000 to $18,500 prospect of a further increase in the near 20% plus a package of loans of $7,500 for students, convertible into an outright grant those teaching in (state) schools for 4-6 years.
Not only that, the average size of the 22 seen by the HMI was 10! It must also be that the American school curriculum is far 'teacher-proof' that the British, United teachers delivering courses which are far 'off the shelf', far more pre-designed and determined (Hill, D., 1990 ).
The second way in which college-based education in Britain will also be su avoided is by the substantial immersion training on the job. Teachers in 1991 receive pounds for the first year and 6,500 pounds for second year (more in London). The T" ',,,_,,,,'" Articled Teacher scheme for graduates a and over, is basically an apprenticeship It was subsequently upgraded in nomenclature the' Articled Teacher Scheme'. This scheme 1990-91 involves 16 pilot schemes with around Articled Teachers in each.
Of the four routes into teaching, the B.Ed, PGCE, the Articled Teacher Scheme and Licensed Teacher Scheme, the first three lead recognised academic awards and are subject the requirements of CATE (the Committee for Accreditation of Teacher Education), Government appointed supervisory body teacher education, but the last employs entirely different approach to the award Qualified Teacher Status (QTS). Unlike Articled Teacher Scheme, which is based notion of partnership between LEAs and education, the Licensed Teacher Scheme require (though it does permit and encourages) the involvement of con teacher training institutions in the LEAs programme (Whitty, G., 1991a Schon (1983 Schon ( , 1989 (1986) . See also Hill, D. (1989 Hill, D. ( , 1990 are made for a number of PGCE courses as those at Oxford Polytechnic and West Institute of Higher Education that their are 'critical'. A number of recent books discuss developments and their in British initial teacher education, . Barton, and Pollard (1987) , Booth, and Wilkin (1990) , and Graves (Ed) The Licensed and Articled Teacher >""na~r'n are set out and/or described in DES 198ge, 1989f, and 1989g) . and culture war is discussed in Hill (1989, 199) dr~wing on Giroux, McLaren, Apple, Liston, Zelchner and Portuguese studies by Stoer (1986) and Fernandes (1990) . In the USA it has been critiqued in Apple (1989a Apple ( , 1989b Lawlor (1990a Lawlor ( , 1990b The influence of Hayek on Radical Right thinking in Britain, and its transmogrification into the 1988 Education Reform Act are set out in Ball, S. (1990) . Incidentally, these four writers (Hill, Chitty, Jones and Ball) A critique of Thatcherism and combined with socialist policy devuu·...,,, .
• t:lI across a range of education issues and phrases contained in the Hillcole Group (1991) .
Common interrelated themes of the Radical in respect of teacher education are that:
• the present college-based system of education should be scrapped (either substantially) (The Hillgate Group (1 Sexton (1987) ; Lawlor (1990a); Trend (1 Boyson (1990) ; O'Hear (1991));
• school-based on-the-job skill develop such as the Licensed Teacher Scheme, become the major type of teacher training;
• college-based teacher education is too concerned with changing society developing egalitarian or liberal pe~rS1Je(:ti'Te on schooling and society (Shaw (1 (1988 (Shaw (1 ( , 1990 ; the Hillgate Group O'Keefe (1990a );
• in particular, college-based teacher educa promulgates a model of the multi-cultural anti-racist teacher (O'Hear (1988) ; the Group (1986 Group ( , 1987 ). It is noticeable that the right-wing press in Britain pillories class egalitarian ('anti-classism'), . anti-sexism, and • college-based teacher education concentrates too little on classroom diScipline skills (Shaw (1987) ; Sexton (1987) ; O'Hear (1988));
• college-based teacher education is too progressive and child-centred (The Hillgate Group (1986 Group ( , 1987 ; O'Keefe (1990a));
other than practical skills, teachers also need "knowledge and love of the subject to be taught" (O'Hear (1988); Trend (1988) );
there is no or little need for educational theory (Sexton (1987) ; Lawlor (1990a Lawlor ( , 1990b ; O'Hear (1991)).
THREE CENTRE PERSPECTIVES
A view has emerged which could be described as the social democratic/liberal democratic/ soft/'wet' Conservative consensus. This has been y in tune with professional teacher union and 'official' body opinion. This (in my view) is the perspective of much of the current 'educational establishment', with a broad set of views defending much of the educational of the 1960s and 1970s. It is moderate, child-centred and generally supports Cflllpp"p··h""pn teacher education developments, as updated by the 1984 and 1989 requirements of the Committee for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (CATE), and by the 1991 National Curriculum Council (NCC) document 'The National Curriculum and the Initial Training of Articled, and Licensed Teachers'. (The DES consultation document was substantially unaltered as Circular 24/29 (DES, 1989b)).
Two major aspects of CATE of 1984 are the requirements that teacher education lecturers should have 'recent, relevant and substantial' teaching experience in schools; and secondly, that the 'Main Subject Study' in the B.Ed degree be upgraded to 50% of time on the B.Ed. The major Current 1989 requirement of CATE is that teacher traine.rs shoul? undertake school teaching expenence eqmvalent to one term in every five
The 1989 document requires that institutions reach this standard by the academic year 1992-93.
The NCC document, together with the CATE criteria are, in effect, a new National Curriculum for In~tial. Teacher Education, relating and subordInatIng ITE to the National curriculum for Schools.
The first three paragraphs of the NCC (1991, p. 3) document are:
1.1 The National Curriculum is now an important element in all initial teaching training (ITT) and most in-service education and training (INSET). Its introduction has provided a framework within which students, teachers, Higher education (HE) tutors and Local Education Authority (LEA) staff can work together and has helped to promote a common language form professional discussion about teaching and learning. awareness of the statutory framework in which the National Curriculum functions' knowledge of subject content and teaching methods; skil~s in assessment, recording and reporting achievement; a view of the whole curriculum; understanding of curriculum continuity; IT capability; skills in curriculum planning and review.
The former consensual liberal democratic culture of the 60s and 70s is left looking bewildered, seeking to de-ideologise education, to retreat from the culture wars and to camp out on the lowlands of pragmatism and competency training. It has retreated from egalitarianism on grounds of expediency and/ or faint-heartedness.
However, a number of teacher educators have put their heads above the parapet in publications or the media. These include Ted Wragg (1990b, c) , Tim Brighouse, Maurice Craft (1990) , Diane Montgomery (1989) , Peter Newsam (1989) , Jean Rudduck (1989) , Anthony Adams and Witold Tulasiewicz (1989) , and Bill Taylor (1990) , the Chair of CATE. In Craft's words 'training efficient technicians is a very worthwhile activity, but this is neither the role of teacher education, nor the requirement of the nation' (Craft, 1990, p. 77 Within this broadly Centrist group the distinguishable sub-groups are the 'Soft Centre', the 'Hard Centre' and the 'Left in the Centre'.
THE J50FT CENTRE'
This group argues that 'everything in the is rosy', Nirvana would exist if there resourcing and people would 'let us get on with the job'. This is a not untypical 'producer' view, and is the view of a number of teacher education institutions and college/ university department of education lectures. Sometimes it is borne out of genuine ideological support for those liberal progressive child-centred integrated studies 'Plowdenite' policies most commonly associated with British Primary Schooling arguably from the mid-sixties, sometimes it is borne out of social democratic or human capital or egalitarian socialist, 'comprehensivist', and 'equal opportunities' policies in schooling and education. Frequently this 'Soft Centre' view is held simply out of the innate comfort or conservatism of not wanting to change from a known and comforting system of schooling and of the production of teachers. Hargreaves (1989a Hargreaves ( , 1989b Hargreaves ( , 1989c Hargreaves ( , 198ge, 1990a Hargreaves ( , 1990b Hargreaves ( , 1992 . See also Beardon, T., Booth, M., Hargreaves, D. and Reiss, (1992) . Mary Warnock's views are set out in Warnock (1985 Warnock ( ,1988 . Among them there seems to be a consensus emerging about some of the .below points. They see something wrong with the state of teacher education, and welcome the blowing away of the cobwebs, the opening up of these debates. They accept a combination of: In other writings Bassey is highly critical of conservative changes in teacher education.
The 'Hard Centre' may well be supported not just be atavistic Radical Righters but also by some levels of college managements flexing their newly strengthened autonomous managerial muscles, delighting in shaking up existing practice and staffs.
This should not be underestimated, the dramatically increased levels of pay and power awarded (and self-awarded) within a deliberately permissive ideologically based restructuring of Polytechnic and College Managements in 1991 has had noticeably negative effects on the collegiality and pro to-democracy of many institutions.
Managers now more overtly manage, the managed are now more overtly managed. Managerial muscle flexing is now more legitimated -by law -and rather less located within liberal democratic/social democratic cultures of staff-student and management staff relationships.
In the new increasingly competitive bidding process for student numbers in the Polytechnics and Colleges Sector since 1990, (prior to which the bidding process was more discrete and control over ITE and other courses more permissive) various college managements and other college teacher educators appear to act from expediency. They either act habitually, bending to every authoritative wind that blows, or selectively, partly on the grounds of avoiding retribution, cuts in funding or cuts in student numbers.
This 'Hard Centre' sub-group of the Centre is not, as far as I am aware, an identifiable organised grouping nor do they all accept all seven of the proposals. In any case some of these proposals are alternatives to each other. But they seem to accept, emphasise or demand: more schoolbasing, more skills/competency training, less critical theory and egalitarianism, shorter courses, and easier access into teacher education and teaching.
THE 'LEFT IN THE CENTRE'
This group comprises individuals and networks whose ideological orientations are left of centre, sometimes a little, sometimes a lot. UCET (1990) press release on teacher education. The Minister of Education's speech on teacher education (Clarke, K. 1992b and DES 1992a) , and Consultation Paper proposing basing 80% of the one year postgraduate PGCE course in school (DES 1992b) drew a spate of critical responses. See, for example Adams, A. (1992) , Elliott, J. (1992) , Hodgkinson, K. (1992) , UCET (1992) , PCET (1992) , Menter, I. (1992) and Gilroy, D. (1992) . Both Menter and Gilroy are particularly hard-hitting.
As organisations BERA and UCET do not have a specific political orientation, and are more heterogeneous than the other two specific issue 14 groups mentioned here. In general, however, the teacher education papers at the 1989 and 1990 BERA Conferences were highly critical of Radical Right developments in ITE, and very supportive of the reflective practitioner model. The 1990 UCET press statement is similarly caustic about (two of) the Radical Right attacks on 'teacher training'.
The apparent intentions and the group writings of these various groups, however Left their personal politics might be, differ little from those of the 'Soft Centre'. In some cases this derives from the politics of the lowest common denominator in opposing Radical Right attacks on teacher education. In other cases it may derive from other aspects of 'reformism' -such as moderating of views in the hope of gathering wider support, wider alliances.
While such initiatives are welcome for those reasons implicit in political 'reformism' or 'revisionism', they do fail to go much beyond a defence of and rationale for the status quoneglect overt and explicit issues of social and equality as do some recent internal LaLJUUI Party discussion documents in 1991 and December 1991 Labour Party policy teacher education and training, whatever other merits. While individually and many adherents and activists in such are highly committed to such issues initial teacher education, such concerns are made explicit, in their group activities or if are, instead of being neon-lit, they are, in illuminated by a flickering candle.
An example of 'Left in the Centre' writing is booklet written by Ian Hextall, Martin Lawn, Menter, Susan Sidgwick, and Step hen (1991) . A number of the writers individ associated with the Radical Left. In it the incisively and admirably critique the n,,~~'cm. Right's attack on teacher education, and developments in ITE, defining and these respects. But it offers a limited critique programme. In 35 pages it avoids development of the 'critical arena' of lelleLUUll socio-political reflection. In the w there is only one sentence on 'critical practice' and one of their five 'p (assumptions about the nature and n",.n,-,c" education forming the basis of teacher ed is 'critical-theoretical'. :0 d~fine / advance a view of: teachers as mtellIgent, thinking practitioners; teaching as a ~orm of practice which has constantly to be mforn: ed by sensitivity, intelligence and reflectIveness in practice.
To defend/advance the distinctive contri~ution which institutions of higher educ~tlOn have to make to the development of prac!lce thus conceived (at the same time as valumg the distinctive contribution that in ~chool pract~tion~rs c~n make to that training ID partnershIp WIth hIgher education).
To challenge and correct some of the mythology about current teacher training propagated by the 'raving right'; -t~at c~.l.rrent training is entirely dIsassoCIated from practical experience in schools (they seem to have no idea of the amount of time that students spend in school-based work with or without tutors); Rudduck (1989 Rudduck ( , 1990 and Menter (1988) and Crozier, Menter and Pollard (1990 Giroux (1983c, pp. 202-3) .A very brief summary of Popkewitz's, and indeed Ken Zeichner' s, depiction of critical theorists such as Giroux, that they regard as essentially antipathetic the relationship in Giroux's thesis between:
political commitment and the pedagogy of a political project with prefigured aims on the one hand; with the democratic development of individual autonomy of the intellectual. "The engagement of the intellectual is continually juxtaposed with the struggle for autonomy" (Popkewitz, T., 1991, p.241) . the democratic development of individual autonomy of the learner, the student, faced with a political project and commitment, with the desire of the teacher as intellectual to 'transform' his or her students.
Ken Zeichner (1987, p. 25) writing with Dan Liston also criticises the overt political project and agenda of Giroux.
In the major article they co-wrote setting out their three levels of reflection, Liston I now want to amplify on differences among left educators, which I have categorised above. In particular I wish to examine the Zeichner-Giroux argument, which essentially is about the role of teachers as 'transformative' intellectuals. Liston and Zeichner (1987, p. 117-8) do associate themselves with 'the important role for teacher education' in efforts to bring about more emancipatory educational practices in our public schools believing that a more critically oriented approach to teacher education, in conjunction with other educational, political and economic reforms, could help to create a 'more democratic and just society'. But they 'caution against the portrayal of teachers as political activists within the classroom. While they themselves 'have proposed reflective, critical, or emancipatory programs ... motivated by a specific desire to rectify social and educational inequality and injustice' ... they believe that, by definition, a reflective and critical approach to the moral education of teachers would:
recognise this plurally and enable future teachers to identify alld choose between sufficiently articulated alld reasollably distinct moral positions ... the goal of a reflective alld critically oriented teacher educatioll program is certainly IlOt moral inculcation, but rather a reflective examination of educational goals and alternative course of action. (Liston, D. and Zeichner, K. 1987, pp. 121-2) While they are 'highly cautious' about (Giroux and McLaren's) 'civic minded action within the classroom ' Liston and Zeichner (1987, pp. 124-5) encourage it outside the classroom' believing that 'teacher education programs should begin to examine how the conditions of schooling and teachers' work inhibit prospective teachers' chosen goals ' and Liston and Zeichner (1987, pp. 133-4) argue for' a much more aggressive political stance by teacher educators not within the classrooms, but 'in relation' to the organisations and agencies that allocate resources and rewards affecting teacher education programs' and in efforts to democratise schools that would give teachers and parents greater control over the school curriculum and school management. They do however agree, with Giroux (and McLaren and Aronowitz) that 'the social relations and pedagogical practices within programs need to reflect the emancipatory practices that teacher educators seek to establish in ... schools'. Liston and Zeichner (1987, pp. 126-7) locate themselves within 'the Radical Tradition in Teacher Education'.
They 'share a set of commitments and common purposes which challenge dominant ideologies and practices in teacher education .... and 'have attempted to develop teacher education programs which are both critical and emancipatory'.
They note the 'variety of conceptual lenses and theoretical principles' within this radical view of teacher education.
To summarise their debate with Giroux and McLaren, they agree with the above definition, aims, roles of prospective teachers, actual teachers and teacher educators' -except within the classroom.
RADICAL LEFT REPRODUCTIONISM -AND A CRITIQUE OF REPRODUCTIONIST ASPECTS OF JOHN SMYTH'S ANALYSIS
In this section I wish briefly to rehearse the major criticisms of the economic reproductive model associated, for example, with the correspondence theory of Bowles and Gintis, and the material aspects of Althusser's notion of ideology, and the cultural reproductive model of Bourdieu.
Such criticisms are very clearly and explicitly set out in Mike Cole (1990 ), in Henry Giroux (1983b work by Mike Apple (1982) and Geoff Whitty (1981) .
I wish then to locate some aspects of John Smyth's forcible and incisive analysis of late capitalist educational developments within the reproductionist model and to critique those aspects.
Firstly, then a very brief critique of reproduction theory taken from Giroux.
Reproduction theorists have over-emphasised the idea of domination in their analyses and have failed to provide any major insights into how teachers, students, and other human agents come together within specific historical and social contexts in order to both make and reproduce the conditions of their existence. More specifically, reproduction accounts of schooling have 20 continually patterned themselves after structural_ functionalist versions of Marxism which stress that history is made 'behind the backs' of the members of society. The idea that people do make history, including its constraints, has been neglected. Indeed, human subjects generally 'disappear' amidst a theory that leaves no room for moments of self-creation, mediation, and resistance. These accounts often leave us with a view of schooling and domination that appears to have been pressed out of an Orwellian fantasYi schools are often viewed as factories or prisons, teachers and students alike act merely as pawns and role bearers constrained by the logic and social practices of the capitalist system. (Giroux, H. 1983b) Vol. 16 No. 2, 1991 paper to the 1991 Bath University 'Reconceptualising Teacher , John Smyth gave a trenchant and critique both of Radical Right wing in conforming schooling in Australia, in other late capitalist systems. He also takes in the intra-Radical Left debate concerning resistance, the role of the teacher and educator, the role of the intellectual, and Radical Left discourse.
As part of this debate I wish to criticise aspects of his argument. For Smyth (1991, p. 12 Certainly in Britain, with the imposition of the (new) National Curriculum for Schools in England and Wales following the 1988 Education Reform Act, and the effective introduction of a tighter National Curriculum for Initial Teacher Education in England and Wales following the 1989 CATE criteria and the 1991 National Curriculum Council document on Initial Teacher Education, the scope for resistance, for the development and dissemination of oppositional discourses is restricted. Smyth is correct in asserting the restrictive nature of such changes. However many writers have shown, theoretically, how spaces for counter-hegemonic activity remain. For example the work of Gramsci and Giroux; how some British departments of teacher education can and do subvert government wishes concerning the curriculum and seize the opportunities afforded by restructuring a system (Whitty, 1991b) and how restructuring of school budgetary and management powers as part of the British Government's Local Management of Schools (a classic example of Smith's decentralising from above) can be used for a different agenda, one of autogestion or of local workers' democratic control (Hill, D. 1991b) . Smyth (1991, p. 25) I wish to make a four-fold criticism of this stance, relating to:
i. a rhetoric of inspiration, ii. a rhetoric of popularisation, iii. the linking of transformatory rhetoric to political programmes, and iv. the validity of intellectualism.
1. Firstly, a rhetoric of inspiration has a valuable function per se for any political/ideological/ educational project, in engaging emotion and desire, in thrilling, in motivating. To say that ideology is related to the domain of the affective is to assert that ideology must be understood as operating within a politics of feeling -"structures of desire that both enable and constrain emancipatory stYllggle " (Giroux, H. and McLaren, P., 1991, p. 190) . Certainly some of my own writing is intentionally written in the rhetorical register.
At a non-critical theory level Benjamin Bloom links the affective and cognitive domains of intellectual development, and it is a commonplace of political science analysis of the politics of charisma that links excitement, feeling high, a pleasurable body state, the production of extra adrenalin -that is, the psychology and physiology of pleasure, with cognitive messages.
2. Secondly, a rhetoric of inspiration it has a valuable function in popularising, in attracting and moving those particular audiences 'so constituted to need if, or so constituted as likely to develop a desire to need it.
The initial section of this paper refers to the success of the Radical Right in using three different levels of discourse for three different audiences -the academic, the three levels of the press, (highbrow / quality, middle brow, and popular press), the Party political, each reacting to and feeding on the other, to popularise and disseminate the vocabulary and concepts of a discourse of derision, (about the Loony Left, schools, 'teacher training'), together with the vocabulary and concepts of its own rhetoric of inspiration. ill. the development of effective, skilled, classroom teachers able to interrelate and critique theory and practice -their own and that of others.
the development of teachers as critical 'transformative intellectuals' and democratic participative professionals and citizens committed to a particular morality of social justice based on an interrogated and critical cultural diversity (social class, racial, gender, sexuality) radical democratic egalitarian political project.
These points reflect a particular view of the general and imprecise concept of 'the reflective practitioner'. As has been elaborated this term, like the term 'democratic' or 'community involvement', has been open to a variety of interpretations in USA and Britain. This last point is an attempt at increased, political precision, beyond the umbrella term of the 'reflective practitioner' and draws in particular on the work of Henry Giroux and his associates.
A number of Initial Teacher Education courses seek to base themselves on the above principles, or at least, on the first three of those principles, that is to say, at Zeichner's second and third levels of reflection.
This position emerges also in a number of critical Initial Teacher Education courses_ which are briefly set out in a number of recent books and articles. Examples are Clay, Cole and Hill's (1990) ; Cole, Clay Hill's (1991) , Cole, Clay and Hill in Mike Cole (1990) and in Troyna and Sikes (1989) Warwick University based on biographical life histories in the conviction that personal experiences and understanding provide an ideal basis from which to begin to explore why we, and others hold particular beliefs and values and why we, and they, do things in certain ways. Two other courses are set out in Hill, D. (1989) . The mandatory third year 60 hour B.Ed. course at West Sussex Institute of Higher Education 'Schools and Society ' (1988-89) , and the optional 20 hour Year One and Two B.Ed. courses 'Contexts for Learning' at (1987-89) at Brighton Polytechnic. The PGCE course at Sheffield University attempts an innovative approach to the formation of the reflective, critical teacher and is described in Rudduck, J. and Wellington, J. (1989) .
Such courses are clear attempts at combating current anti-theoretical and anti-critical attacks on British teacher education. In Troyna and Sikes (1990) 
CONCLUSION
There is a very brief conclusion to this paper. It is that under Radical Right governments, media offensives and attempts at strengthening control and hegemony over, and conforming, the schooling and teacher education ideological state apparatuses, the Left has, with few exceptions, vacated the ideological battlefield and got 'Left in the Centre'. This is true of the caution of erstwhile Left writers, educationalists and ideologues in Britain in their alliances with vapid liberal progressivism and uncritical pluralism -a retreat from the cultural and educational advances of the 1970s and 1980s. And it is true too, I suggest, of the current anti-transformativist direction of some elements of Radical Left theorising and teacher education course development in the USA. It is also reflected in a return to the negativist pessimism of reproductionists on the one hand and negativistic nihilism of some post-modernist theorists on the other. This paper calls for the development of pro-active debate both by and within the Radical Left in late capitalist economies. But more than that. It calls for direct engagement with liberal pluralist (whether Right, Centre or Left in the Centre) and with Radical Right ideologies and programmes.
And it calls for the defence, extension and development of Radical Left programmes of teacher education and of schooling founded on a critical theory of social justice and egalitarianism. Gordon (1991) and Massey (1991b,c) . For the Culloden version see Culloden School (1991). A scathing attack on the HMI Report on Culloden School (HMI 1991) , is made by Robin Richardson (1991) . Kenneth Clarke's comments are from Lodge, (1991a).
2. Gordon, A. (1991) (1991, 1992) , Lawlor, S. (1992) .
3. The concepts, of cultural contestation, of the transformatory power of education are developed in Giroux (1983a Giroux ( , 1989a Giroux ( , 1989b ; Aronowitz and Giroux (1986) ; Giroux and Aronowitz (1991) , Giroux and Simon (1988) ; Liston and Zeichner (1987) ; McLaren (1987, 1989b); Sarup (1986 Sarup ( , 1982 ; Cole (1988); Fernandes (1990) . A fascinating example and analysis of an attempt to transform an education system in accordance with some of these perspectives is contained in Stoer (1986) 
